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We study neutrino-induced charged-current (CC) π0 production on carbon nuclei using events with fully
imaged final-state proton-π0 systems. Novel use of final-state correlations based on transverse kinematic
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imbalance enables the first measurements of the struck nucleon’s Fermi motion, of the intranuclear
momentum transfer (IMT) dynamics, and of the final-state hadronic momentum configuration in neutrino
pion production. Event distributions are presented for (i) the momenta of neutrino-struck neutrons below
the Fermi surface, (ii) the direction of missing transverse momentum characterizing the strength of IMT,
and (iii) proton-pion momentum imbalance with respect to the lepton scattering plane. The observed Fermi
motion and IMT strength are compared to the previous MINERνA measurement of neutrino CC
quasielastic-like production. The measured shapes and absolute rates of these distributions, as well as
the cross section asymmetries, show tensions with predictions from current neutrino generator models.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.072007

I. INTRODUCTION

In high-statistics neutrino oscillation experiments, the
measurement precision of the fundamental properties of
neutrinos is becoming limited by knowledge of neutrino-
nucleus interactions [1]. The nuclear medium introduces
deviations from free-nucleon scattering that are poorly
known and are leading sources of systematic uncertainty
for measurements of the CP-violating phase [2,3]. Among
the prominent interaction modes produced when studying
neutrino flavor transformation are final states containing
pions. For future experiments such as DUNE [4] and
HyperKamiokande [5] to achieve their designed sensitivity,
it is imperative to assess the various nuclear effects
involved in pion production.
In previous studies, MINERνA measured the final-state

correlations in neutrino charged-current (CC) quasielastic
(QE)-like interactions on carbon [6,7]. These correlations
are based on transverse kinematic imbalance (TKI) that
helps precisely identify intranuclear dynamics [6–15] or the
absence thereof [16–20]. The previously measured imbal-
ance is between the CC muon and the final-state proton; the
present work studies the following reaction including
additional neutral pions in the final state:

νμ þ C → μ− þ pþ π0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
h

þ X; ð1Þ

where X is a final-state hadronic system consisting of the
nuclear remnant with possible additional protons and
neutral pions but without other mesons. The only difference
in the kinematics here is to replace the previous proton final
state by h [Eq. (1)] that is the combination of the proton and
neutral pion. Therefore, the transverse boosting angle, δαT
[8], and the emulated nucleon momentum, pn [9,13], are
defined similarly as in Ref. [6],

p⃗h ¼ p⃗p þ p⃗π0 ; ð2Þ

δp⃗T ¼ p⃗μ
T þ p⃗h

T; ð3Þ

δαT ¼ arccos
−p⃗μ

T · δp⃗T

pμ
TδpT

; ð4Þ

δpL ¼ 1

2
R −

m2
C0 þ δp⃗2

T

2R
; with ð5Þ

R≡mC þ pμ
L þ ph

L − Eμ − Eh; and finally ð6Þ

pn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δp2

T þ δp2
L

q
; ð7Þ

where pκ is the momentum of particle κ. The subscripts T
and L stand for transverse and longitudinal components
with respect to the neutrino direction (Fig. 1). δp⃗T is the
missing transverse momentum, or missing pT, between the
final state μþ h and the initial state νμ; its longitudinal
counterpart, δpL, depends on the muon and hadron
energies, Eμ and Eh, and the carbon-nucleus mass, mCð0Þ ,
before (after) the interaction,

mC0 ¼ mC −mn − b; ð8Þ

where mn is the neutron mass. The excitation energy b is
þ28.7 MeV [9,13], which affects mC0 only at a per mil
level and therefore has a negligible systematic impact.
The transverse boosting angle, δαT [Eq. (4)], describes

the angular deviation of δp⃗T from the transverse momen-
tum transfer, −p⃗μ

T. The configuration δαT ¼ 0 is only

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the single-transverse kine-
matics [8].
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possible due to Fermi motion. Because Fermi motion is
isotropic, events subject to Fermi motion and no other
nuclear effects are evenly distributed in δαT. Processes with
intranuclear momentum transfer (IMT), such as final-state
interactions (FSIs), pion absorption by the remnant, and
production of extra particles included in X, will increase
δαT; the resulting nonflatness in the δαT distribution
indicates how much impedance the outgoing hadrons
experience inside the nucleus [6,8,10].
Following Eq. (7), it can be shown using a general event

generator that pn is approximated by δpT with an Oð10%Þ
correction. On the one hand, when X is carbon-11 in Eq. (1)
and the final-state proton and neutral-pion do not experi-
ence FSIs, pn is the initial momentum of the struck neutron
in the resonant production,

νμ þ n → μ− þ pþ π0: ð9Þ

On the other hand, in the presence of IMT, δpT increases
due to the extra momentum lost by FSIs or the unac-
counted-for momentum share with other final-state par-
ticles in X, leading to a higher value of pn beyond the Fermi
surface.
The initial neutron Fermi motion and IMT in QE-like

interactions, including also two-particle-two-hole (2p2h)
contributions, have been measured and discussed in Ref. [6].
This paper reports the first measurement of TKI(-based)
final-state correlations, δαT and pn, in pion production. The
measured Fermi motion and IMT dynamics will be com-
pared to the QE-like measurement.
In addition to studying the hadronic final state as a

whole, the proton and pion final states can be compared
against each other to gain new insights into the hadronic
momentum configuration in pion production as follows:
the double-transverse momentum imbalance, δpTT, des-
cribes the momentum imbalance of the final-state hadrons
along the axis that is perpendicular to the lepton scattering
plane [16],

δpTT ¼ δp⃗T · ẑTT ð10Þ

¼ p⃗h · ẑTT; ð11Þ

where ẑTT is a unit vector along p⃗ν × p⃗μ (Fig. 2). In the
absence of nuclear effects, δpT vanishes and so does δpTT,
whereas for nuclei with A > 1, nonzero contributions arise
from the nuclear medium. Because the proton and pion
spatial distributions in resonant production might be
asymmetric with respect to the lepton scattering plane
(cf. Ref. [15] and references therein), any particle-type-
dependent nuclear effects could cause an asymmetric
distribution of δpTT. This paper presents the first meas-
urement of this new TKI.

II. MEASUREMENT

In the present work, the signal is defined as CC νμ events
on carbon whose final state is 1μ−NpMπ0ðN;M > 0Þ with
any number of neutrons and no other particles exiting the
nucleus [Eq. (1)]. Kinematic constraints, resulting from
detector acceptance and response, are placed on the final
state satisfying

1.5 ≤ pμðGeV=cÞ ≤ 20.0; θμ < 25°; ð12Þ

pp ≥ 0.45 GeV=c; ð13Þ

where θμ is the muon polar angle with respect to the
neutrino direction. The momenta of the leading proton and
π0 are used in the calculation of the observables.
The analysis uses data obtained with the MINERνA

detector exposed to the NuMI low energy neutrino beam
(hEνi ¼ 3 GeV) with 3.33 × 1020 protons on target (POT).
The total neutrino flux (2.88 × 10−8=cm2=POT) is esti-
mated according to Ref. [21]. Neutrino interactions inside a
fiducial volume within MINERνA’s active tracker with a
mass of 5.3 tons are selected. Precise tracking is achieved
inside this fiducial volume by an alternating arrangement of
hexagonal plastic scintillator planes at 0° and �60° to the
vertical. Each plane consists of 127 triangular polystyrene
(CH) strips up to 245 cm long, 1.7 cm in height, and a width
of 3.3 cm. The strips form a plane by alternating strips such
that the cross sectional view is a regular trapezium. Located
two meters downstream of MINERνA is the MINOS near
detector—a magnetized muon spectrometer used to mea-
sure both the charge and momentum of muons. A detailed
description of both detectors can be found in Refs. [22,23].

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the double-transverse kine-
matics [16]. The neutrino and muon momenta define the
double-transverse axis ẑTT ≡ p⃗ν × p⃗μ=jp⃗ν × p⃗μj. The scattering
plane is spanned by the lepton momentum vectors and therefore
perpendicular to ẑTT.
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Neutrino events are simulated in the detector using
GENIE 2.8.4 where the initial state is modeled as a
relativistic global Fermi gas (RFG) [24]. GENIE describes
CC QE processes following Ref. [25] with a dipole axial
mass (MQE

A ) of 0.99 GeV [26]. The production of Δ and
higher resonances used the Rein-Sehgal single pion model
[27]. Nonresonant pion production and multipion reso-
nance contributions are introduced with a GENIE-specific
model [28]. This background component is simulated up to
a hadronic invariant mass range of W < 1.7 GeV [29–31].
All resonant baryons decay isotropically in their rest frame
with the exception of the Δþþ. Following [32], the Δþþ
angular isotropy is suppressed by 50% of that predicted by
Rein-Sehgal. Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is incorpo-
rated into GENIE via the 2003 Bodek-Yang model [33] and
hadronization is described by PYTHIA6 [34] and models
based on Koba-Nielsen-Olesen scaling [35].
GENIE’s default simulation is augmented to incor-

porate recent developments in both theory and experimen-
tal results as follows: 2p2h contributions based on the
Valencia model [36–39] are included; the relative strength
has been scaled upward in accord with the MINERνA low-
recoil measurement [40]. Long-range correlations are
included in QE interactions via the random phase approxi-
mation [41]. Finally, a reduction of 53% in GENIE’s
nonresonant single-pion prediction is applied in accord
with recent analyses of deuterium bubble chamber data
[30,31]. GENIE applies an effective model of FSI based
on Ref. [42].
The propagation of final-state particles within the detec-

tor is simulated using GEANT4 9.4.2 [43]. Hadron test beam
data provided by a scaled down version of MINERνA are
used to constrain the GEANT4 simulation of protons and
charged pions [22]. For both data and simulation, the
energy scale is calibrated using through-going muons.
These procedures ensure that the energy deposited per
plane agrees between data and simulation.
Signal-like events are selected by first requiring a single

track originating from within MINERνA’s tracker to match
a negatively charged track identified by MINOS. This track
must fulfill the kinematic constraints outlined in Eq. (12).
The muon’s starting position, or primary vertex, is assessed
for the existence of any additional tracks. In instances
where extra tracks exist, the primary vertex is redetermined
to account for the extra information provided by these
tracks. All nonmuon tracks are required to be protonlike by
comparing their measured dE=dx profiles to the simulated
ones for protons and charged pions. Only protonlike tracks
are retained and their ranges are used to determine their
momenta. The leading proton must pass the phase-space
requirement from Eq. (13).
Neutral pions are identified from their dominant decay

signature, π0 → γγ, by requiring exactly two electromag-
netic showers. Their direction must be consistent with
originating from the primary vertex. The calorimetric

energy and direction of both photons are combined to
reconstruct the π0’s momentum. Any remaining charged
pion background is reduced by requiring that no Michel
electronlike signature (indicating the presence of final-state
πþs) exists in the candidate events. The signal purity is
improved by reconstructing the invariant mass, mγγ, of the
two photons using

mγγ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E1E2ð1 − cos θ12Þ

p
; ð14Þ

where E1 and E2 are the photon energies, and θ12 is the
opening angle between the two photons. Signal events
are required to be within 60 ≤ mγγðMeV=cÞ ≤ 200. Full
details of the selection can be found in previous MINERνA
measurement [44] which, however, placed an upper bound
on the (experimental) hadronic invariant mass W at
1.8 GeV=c2 and required there be one and only one π0

regardless of the protons in the final state.
The resulting sample has 51.4% purity and 5.7%

efficiency. For a neutrino-proton interaction, the
1μ−NpMπ0 ðN;M > 0Þ final-state requirement only allows
multiproton production which is highly suppressed.
Therefore, almost all events from the hydrogen component
of the CH target contribute to the background. Overall, the
dominant background categories are (A) π0 events with
other mesons (π0 and mesons), (B) events without π0s
(charged mesons), and (C) zero-meson events (no meson),
in decreasing order of importance, as is shown in Fig. 3.
A data-driven approach is used to constrain these back-
ground components. Three sidebands are obtained by
losing one of the signal selection criteria: one sideband
utilized events below and above the mγγ range allowed to
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FIG. 3. Reconstructed distributions of the two-photon invariant
mass in the selected sample, compared to simulations (a) before
and (b) after the background fit. For completeness, the excluded
regions are also shown, indicated by the arrows. The Other
category contains 1μ−NpMπ0 ðN;M > 0Þ events which are out
of acceptance.
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the selected sample, the second one used events that fail the
quality requirements for proton tracks, the third one used
events that were accompanied by aMichel electron tag. The
size of the backgrounds (A)–(C) is tuned to describe the
data in these sidebands. The resulting scaling factors are
0.92, 1.12, and 0.67, respectively. Compared to Ref. [44],
all the backgrounds scale in the same way: the charged-
meson component (B) increases whereas the other two
decrease. Because the signal definition in Ref. [44] is
different, the scaling factors for backgrounds (A) and (C)
are significantly updated as expected. Details of the back-
ground fit can be found in Ref. [45]. The postfit distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 4 for the reconstructed pn and δpTT.
The reconstructed proton momentum resolution is

improved by selecting elastically scattered and contained
protons via an additional criterion that requires a large
dE=dx near the track end point [6]. As a result, this removes
ill-determined momentum-by-range events whose selected
protons either undergo inelastic scattering or are not
contained in the tracker. This leads to a pp resolution of
∼2% at 1 GeV=c albeit at the cost of a 50% reduction in
statistics.
The π0 momentum reconstruction is improved via kine-

matic fitting [46,47]. Given the relationship between the π0

mass and the photon kinematics in Eq. (14), the photon
energies are recalculated by minimizing

χ2 ¼
�
m2

π − 2E1E2ð1 − cos θ12Þ
σm2

π

�
2

þ
X2
i¼1

�
Ei − E0

i

σðEiÞ
�
2

;

ð15Þ

where E0
i are the measured photon energies, and the

recalculated energies, Ei, are treated as free parameters
in the fit. The second term acts as a penalty for each photon
and ensures that the fitted energies are within expectation of
their calorimetrically measured values. Note that σm2

π
,

representing the resolution of the reconstructed π0 mass,
is used as an optimization parameter whose value is chosen
such that 99% of the fits successfully converge. The photon
energy resolution, σðEiÞ, is determined from simulation.
A full description can be found in Ref. [45]. This leads
to a π0 momentum resolution of about 20%.

Flux-integrated cross sections are produced by first
subtracting the constrained backgrounds from the selected
samples. D’Agostini unfolding [48] is then performed
with four iterations. The unfolding procedure is validated
by reproducing pseudodata that is generated by extreme
variations of the cross section models. The efficiency
correction is then applied, followed by event normalization
by the product of the flux and number of target nucleons
(3.12 × 1030). Systematic uncertainties are evaluated for all
observables following Ref. [44]. In particular, parameters in
the physics and detector models are varied within uncer-
tainties and the resulting cross section variations are the
assigned systematic uncertainties. For example, pn, whose
statistical uncertainty spans 10%–34%, has systematic
uncertainties arising from detector (2%–8%), flux (3%–8%),
and GENIE cross section models (5%–28%); as one of the
GENIE model parameters, the aforementionedMQE

A leads to
an uncertainty of 0.1%–1%. The total uncertainty for pn at
few MeV=c is approximately 22%, increasing to 46% at
0.8 GeV=c. (See Supplemental Materials 1 and 2 [49] for
details of cross section uncertainties.)

III. RESULTS

The measured cross section in pn is compared to
generator predictions in Fig. 5. The Fermi motion peak
(below 0.25 GeV=c) is qualitatively captured by the
NuWro (19.02) [50] RFG model. In this Fermi gas model,
all nucleons lie below the Fermi surface and the predicted
cross section in pn has a cutoff at 0.22 GeV=c. For the
previous QE-like measurement, the spectral function (SF)
approach [51] best describes the data [6]. However, at
present, while SF calculations for pion production exist
[52,53], they are not yet implemented in generators. In
NuWro, the effective spectral function (ESF) [54] incor-
porates the most important features of SF in generator
implementation: in ESF, the probability distribution of the
target nucleon momentum is identical to SF; for a selected
value of the nucleon momentum, an average removal
energy calculated from SF is used.
The nonexclusive part of the signal, such as multi-π0

production, gives rise to large values of pn beyond the
Fermi surface and hence the long tail in the NuWro RFG
prediction without FSIs. When FSIs are switched on,
kinematic distortion migrates events away from the
Fermi motion peak; pion absorption and charge exchange
following multi-π contributions and wrong-sign (Δþþ)
production also add to the tail region. These IMT processes
lead to a pn tail that is similar in the RFG and ESF
predictions. In this large-missing-pT region, NuWro with
either initial-state models describes data within about 1 − σ.
However, in the peak region, the data exhibit a distinctly
muted distribution devoid of the sharp falloff. Furthermore,
the ESF peak locates at around 0.15 GeV=c, 25% off
compared to data.
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FIG. 4. Reconstructed distributions of (a) pn and (b) δpTT,
compared to simulations after the background fit.
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Comparison is also made to GiBUU (2019) [55–57]
predictions in Fig. 5(b). While it also describes the large-
missing-pT region, GiBUU underpredicts the Fermi motion
peak. Nevertheless, it has the correct peak location and
overall better describes the data. In GiBUU, the initial state
is modeled as local Fermi gas in a nuclear potential [58].
Model features that decrease or enhance the exclusive
proton-π0 production will have as large an effect on the
agreement as the initial state. From the decomposition of
the interaction modes, it can be seen that besides the
dominant resonant production, the DIS has a sizable
contribution. Furthermore, the DIS contribution to the
Fermi motion peak is dominated by single-π0 production,
and QE events wherein proton FSI initiates π0 production
give a small contribution.
The measured cross section in δαT is shown in Fig. 6

with model predictions. Because Fermi motion is isotropic,
events in the pn peak are evenly distributed in δαT and
therefore provide a flat baseline for the overall cross
section. The slope of the cross section toward δαT ¼
180° comes from IMT events in the pn tail. For the
prediction without FSIs, the nonexclusive part of the signal

leads to the rise in cross section at large δαT. With FSIs, the
NuWro predictions become steeper and are much more
similar with each other than in the case of pn—this is
expected as NuWro FSI is decoupled from the initial state
that gives a model-independent flat baseline. As NuWro
overpredicts the pn peak size with RFG and ESF, the
overall predictions for δαT are above the data. For GiBUU,
the slope is similar to that for NuWro, but the overall
agreement is better because of the lower Fermi motion
baseline.
In Fig. 7, the cross sections in pn and δαT are area

normalized and compared to those from the previous
MINERνA CC QE-like measurement [6],

νμ þ C → μ− þ pþ X0; ð16Þ

where X0 is a final-state hadronic system consisting of the
nuclear remnant with possible additional protons but with-
out mesons. Both measurements are based on the same data
set using the NuMI low energy neutrino beam. Similar to
the discussions for Eqs. (1) and (9), in Eq. (16) when X0 is
carbon-11 and the final-state proton do not experience
FSIs, pn is the initial momentum of the struck neutron
probed in the QE scattering,

νμ þ n → μ− þ p: ð17Þ
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FIG. 5. Cross section in pn compared to (a) NuWro 19.02
and (b) GiBUU 2019 predictions. Error bars on the data
include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The NuWro
prediction for RFG without FSI has a maximum of
8.9 × 10−39 cm2=GeV=c=nucleon. The GiBUU predictions are
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Comparing the shape of the pn Fermi motion peak between
the two measurements in Fig. 7(a), consistency is expected
as the same initial state is probed. It is the consistency in the
tail size (relative to the peak) that is nontrivial. In the large-
missing-pT region, the underlying IMT processes are
different: FSIs in QE, pion absorption in resonant produc-
tion, and 2p2h on the one hand for Eq. (16) (see Ref. [6]
and Supplemental Material 1 [49]), FSIs in resonant
production, and DIS with or without pion absorption on
the other hand for Eq. (1). Most notably, pion absorption
increases the tail size in QE-like events, but decreases it in
single-pion production.
The dynamics in the large-missing-pT region is further

analyzed in the comparison of δαT in Fig. 7(b). Since the
slope toward large δαT indicates how much impedance the
outgoing hadrons experience inside the nucleus, the similar
slopes in both measurements seem to suggest another
possible fine-tuning: similar impedance in both QE-like
and pion production, which is surprising because of the
very different underlying IMT processes. While the con-
sistency in both the pn-tail size and the large-δαT slope
seem to be accidental, a combined analysis of both samples
could provide very precise constraints on the modeling of
the IMT processes. For completeness, GiBUU predictions

for the QE-like measurement can be found in Supplemental
Material 1 [49].
The cross section in δpTT is shown in Fig. 8, compared to

NuWro and GiBUU predictions. According to Eq. (10),
part of the data-model discrepancy can be traced back to the
mismodeling at the pn peak as discussed above. The new
aspect of nuclear effects probed by δpTT is the symmetry of
the cross section shape with respect to δpTT ¼ 0. Without
nuclear effects, the proton and π0 momenta from Eq. (9)
would be balanced with respect to the lepton scattering
plane, yielding δpTT ¼ 0. Fermi motion and IMT contri-
butions then introduce event-by-event imbalance to either
side of the plane. Previous measurements including
Ref. [44] indicate that the final-state π0 could prefer one
side of the scattering plane due to the interference between
delta and nonresonant amplitudes (see Ref. [15] for dis-
cussions). Without loss of generality, suppose the proton in
Eq. (1) would always prefer the positive-ẑTT side of the
lepton scattering plane (Fig. 2). In such a case, we would
have δpTT ¼ jp⃗p · ẑTTj − jp⃗π0 · ẑTTj. FSIs that change the
proton and π0 momenta differently could then cause a
positive-negative asymmetry in δpTT. In this measure-
ment, the cross section asymmetries of each positive-
negative δpTT-bin pair are shown in Fig. 8(b) inset.
They are defined as
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AðjδpTTjÞ≡ dσðjδpTTjÞ − dσð−jδpTTjÞ
dσðjδpTTjÞ þ dσð−jδpTTjÞ

: ð18Þ

Compared to these observed mild asymmetries, negligible
asymmetry is predicted by the generators.

IV. SUMMARY

This paper presents the first measurements of a set of
novel final-state correlations in neutrino CC π0 production.
These TKI-based correlations include the transverse boost-
ing angle (δαT) and the emulated nucleon momentum (pn),
both of which were previously measured only in CC QE-
like production [6,10], as well as the double-transverse
momentum imbalance (δpTT) that has no previous meas-
urement. This work separates Fermi motion and IMT in
pion production for the first time, and the observed cross
section shapes are consistent with the previous MINERνA
measurement of QE-like interactions. In the present meas-
urement, RFG and ESF models describe within 1-σ the
large-missing-pT region (pn > 300 MeV=c) that collec-
tively comes from IMT processes including FSI distortions,
nonexclusive contributions, and wrong-sign (Δþþ) produc-
tion. The measured exclusive proton-π0 production cross
section on neutrons in nuclei in the Fermi motion peak
region (pn < 220 MeV=c), however, is mismodeled by
current generators using Fermi gases. Whereas spectral
function can successfully describe the previous QE-like
results, the effective spectral function approach still over-
predicts the Fermi motion peak in pion production. New
investigation of the final-state hadronic momentum con-
figuration is made with δpTT, showing a mild asymmetry
that could come from particle-type-dependent FSIs follow-
ing interference effects in pion production.
In the future, nuclear effects associated with initial-state

protons could be examined using proton-π� production in

CC ν
ð−Þ

μ-nucleus scattering [13]. Measurements of proton-
π0 systems as reported here could be performed in
liquid argon TPC experiments such as ICARUS [59],

MicroBooNE [60], and SBND [59], providing clarifica-
tions of neutrino-argon interactions that are needed by the
DUNE neutrino oscillation program. MINERνAs medium-
energy exposures allow new investigations at higher
neutrino energies and with larger event samples [61,62].
Thus, further illumination of the physics that underwrites
the TKI-based final-state correlations in CC pion produc-
tion may be anticipated.
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